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The current study uses large eddy simulations and field-scale measurements to investigate
the transient response of a utility-scale wind turbine wake to dynamic changes in
atmospheric and operational conditions. Most wind turbine wake investigations assume
quasi-steady conditions, but real wind turbines operate in a highly stochastic atmo-
sphere, and their operation (e.g., blade pitch, yaw angle) changes constantly in response.
Furthermore, dynamic control strategies have been recently proposed to optimize wind
farm power generation and longevity. Therefore, improved understanding of dynamic
wake behaviors is essential. First, changes in blade pitch are investigated and the wake
expansion response is found to display hysteresis as a result of rotor and generator
inertia. Next, changes in wind direction with different time scales are explored. When the
timescale is short, the wake deflection is opposite that expected and observed for longer
time scales. Finally, yaw changes are implemented at different rates, and the maximum
inverse wake deflection and timescale are quantified, showing a clear dependence on yaw
rate. To gain further physical understanding of the mechanism behind the inverse wake
deflection, the streamwise vorticity in different parts of the wake is quantified. The results
of this study provide important guidance for the design of advanced wake flow control
algorithms. The lag in wake response observed for both blade pitch and yaw changes
shows that proposed dynamic control strategies will not be able to implement turbine
operational changes with a timescale less than ∼10 s.
Key words:
1. Introduction
Utility-scale wind turbines operate in highly stochastic atmospheric conditions and are
subject to constant changes in wind speed, direction, and turbulence that are difficult to
model in the laboratory or in simulations. Moreover, their operation (e.g., blade pitch,
rotor speed, yaw angle) is constantly adapting to these changes, further increasing the
complexity of the fluid-structure interactions they experience. Improved understanding
of these dynamic interactions is essential for continued increases in turbine size and
efficiency (Stevens & Meneveau 2017; Porte´-Agel et al. 2018; Veers 2019).
Dasari et al. (2019) first explored the effect of changes in blade pitch on the wake
of a 2.5 MW wind turbine in the field, finding significant impact on wake expansion
† Email address for correspondence: jhong@umn.edu
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and blade tip vortex behavior. Another recent field-scale study investigated the effect of
dynamic conditions, including wind direction, blade pitch, and tip speed ratio (ratio of
the speed of the blade tips to the incoming wind speed), on the wake of the same 2.5 MW
turbine (Abraham & Hong 2020). Using super-large-scale flow visualization with natural
snowfall, this investigation revealed the significant impact of changes in atmospheric
and operational conditions on wake deflection and expansion, termed dynamic wake
modulation. Changes in blade pitch and tip speed ratio were shown to cause fluctuations
in the wake expansion angle and, remarkably, dynamic changes in wind direction were
found to deflect the wake in the opposite direction of that observed under steady
conditions. Furthermore, these dynamic wake behaviors were shown to enhance mixing
up to 20%, accelerating wake recovery. While these findings provided many useful insights
into wake behaviors in the field, the underlying mechanisms causing these behaviors were
not clear due to the inherent limitations of field studies, including the limited field of
view and the lack of control over wind conditions.
Simulations have the potential to elucidate these mechanisms, as flow and turbine
parameters can be easily controlled and modified. A few simulation studies have in-
vestigated the effect of dynamic conditions on wind turbine performance and wake
behavior. Leishman (2002) reviewed the challenges involved in modelling the unsteady
aerodynamics of wind turbines and used dynamic inflow theory to estimate the time
constant for flow development through a rotor as 1-1.5 rotor revolutions. This study
also showed a qualitative picture of the wake response to a 30◦ step change in yaw
angle using the vortex wake model, demonstrating that it took about 9 rotor revolutions
for the wake to fully stabilize. Ebrahimi & Sekandari (2018) simulated the effect of
step changes in both wind speed and yaw angle on the power production and blade
loading, finding the timescale for stabilization to be 4-5 s. Finally, Andersen & Sørensen
(2018) used large eddy simulations (LES) to investigate the power output response to
changes in wind speed and direction. They found a lag between peaks in thrust force
and peaks in power that they attributed to generator inertia and the timescale of the
controller. Further, they observed that the correlations between the turbine loads and
the wake position were low, highlighting the highly dynamic behavior of the wake.
In addition to gaining insight into wake behaviors occurring during normal utility-
scale wind turbine operation, improved understanding of the dynamic wake is crucial
for the design of recently proposed advanced wind farm control algorithms, including
thrust optimization (Goit & Meyers 2015; Munters & Meyers 2017; Shapiro et al. 2017;
Ylmaz & Meyers 2018), yaw angle modification (Gebraad et al. 2015; Raach et al. 2017,
2018; Fleming 2019), or a combination of the two (Munters & Meyers 2018; Kanev
et al. 2018). For example, Raach et al. (2017, 2018) used simulations to investigate the
effectiveness of a lidar-based closed-loop control framework, and observed a period of
inverse wake deflection in response to a 5◦ step change in yaw angle. However, none of the
aforementioned studies provided a physical explanation for the dynamic wake behaviors
described. This study employs LES to explore the underlying mechanisms behind these
phenomena.
The current study focuses on developing the understanding of dynamic wake behaviors,
both those occurring during normal utility-scale turbine operation and those that result
from the implementation of adaptive control algorithms. The investigation uses LES
to model changes in blade pitch, wind direction, and rotor yaw occurring at different
rates. The timescales and mechanisms of the wake response are then described. Section
2 describes the simulation methodology and the turbine model, Section 3 presents the
results, and Section 4 provides the discussion of the results and conclusions.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Large eddy simulations
LES were performed using Nalu-Wind, a wind-focused fork of the incompressible flow
solver developed by Sandia National Laboratories, Nalu (Sprague et al. 2019). Nalu-
Wind solves the filtered Navier-Stokes equations using an unstructured grid with a
control-volume approach to discretize the equations. The simulations were conducted
using uniform laminar inflow with an incoming wind speed of U∞ = 10 m/s. Uniform
inflow was selected to isolate the changes in turbine operation and their effect on the
near wake.
2.2. Wind turbine model
The simulated wind turbine was modelled after the University of Minnesota Eolos wind
turbine, described in previous studies (Hong et al. 2014; Chamorro et al. 2015; Dasari
et al. 2019; Abraham et al. 2019; Abraham & Hong 2020). It is a 2.5 MW Clipper Liberty
C96 three-bladed, horizontal-axis, pitch-regulated, variable speed machine with a 96 m
rotor diameter (D) and 80 m hub height (Hhub). The turbine model was implemented
in OpenFAST, and the controller was tuned to match the real power curve as closely as
possible. The model was then incorporated into the LES using actuator lines (Sørensen
& Shen 2002; Mart´ınez-Tossas et al. 2015), with the lift and drag coefficients matching
those of the Eolos blade airfoils at each cross-section. The nacelle and tower were included
in the model as additional body forces, as these structural components have been shown
to significantly impact the near wake (Abraham et al. 2019).
2.3. Wake detection and fitting
The current study focuses on the near wake (0.18D downstream, selected to enable
comparison with field-scale experimental results from Abraham & Hong 2020) where the
turbine-induced flow modulation originates. To quantify the centerline and width of the
wake, the velocity at the cross-section is fit with a two-dimensional Gaussian function,
u(y, z) = A ∗ exp
(
− (y − yc)
2 + (z − zc)2
2σ2
)
+ U∞, (2.1)
where (yc, zc) is the center of the Gaussian, σ
2 is the variance, and A is a fitting coefficient
(Bastankhah & Port-Agel 2014; Quon et al. 2020). The center of the wake cross-section
is taken to be the center of the Gaussian fit, which is used to determine the wake
deflection angle, ξ (figure 1a). Often the far wake width is defined as the 95% confidence
interval of the Gaussian velocity deficit profile (Aitken et al. 2014; Doubrawa et al. 2017).
However, the near wake velocity deficit has steeper edges than in the far wake, so the
95% confidence interval would severely overestimate the near wake width. By comparing
the fitted Gaussian to the near-wake velocity deficit obtained from the LES, we found
that the 91% confidence interval provides a more accurate definition of the near wake
width. The justification of this selection is described in more detail in Appendix A. The
wake width is then converted to the wake expansion angle, shown in figure 1(b), using
the following relation:
ϕ = arctan
(
1.7σ − D2
0.18D
)
, (2.2)
where the factor of 1.7 corresponds to the 91% confidence interval and 0.18D is the
downstream distance of the measurement plane.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the turbine wake showing the definition of the yaw misalignment
angle, γ, and the wake deflection angle, ξ from the top (positive-z) view. Coordinate axes are
also shown. (b) Schematic of the turbine wake showing the definition of the wake expansion
angle, ϕ. The incoming wind is indicated by u∞ and the measurement plane is located 0.18D
downstream of the rotor.
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Figure 2. Sample timesteps of the wake streamwise velocity at hub height from the top
(positive-z) view during the simulations modeling changes in (a) blade pitch, (b) wind direction,
and (c) rotor yaw.
3. Results
We now present results for the turbine wake response to three types of operational
changes: 1) variations in expansion caused by blade pitch, 2) redirection from wind
direction changes, and 3) wake deflection due to rotor yaw. Sample images of the wake
velocity during each of these scenarios are shown in figure 2.
3.1. Blade pitch
First the effect of changes in blade pitch (β) on the near wake are investigated. Most
utility-scale wind turbine controllers increase the pitch of the blades when the incoming
wind is above the rated wind speed to reduce the angle of attack of the airfoils and
decrease the thrust force of the rotor as a way to regulate the structural loading. To
examine the effect of this process on the wake, a time series of pitch changes at different
rates is implemented in the OpenFAST turbine controller. The pitch first increases at
each rate for 10 s, then decreases at the same rate for 10 s, as shown in figure 3(a) along
with the resulting changes in wake expansion angle. The wake expansion varies inversely
with changes in blade pitch due to the aforementioned reduction in thrust caused by
lowering the angle of attack. The same relationship is observed in the field experiment
from Abraham & Hong (2020). Interestingly, the correlation is not linear, rather some
hysteresis occurs in the wake response. This hysteresis was also observed in the field
data, as shown for a sample sequence of 800 s in figure 3(b). However, because individual
variables are difficult to isolate in the field, the cause of this observation could not be
confirmed with certainty. In the simulation, the cause of such hysteretic response becomes
clear when comparing the wake expansion with the tip speed ratio, λ = ωD2u∞ , where ω
is the angular velocity of the rotor. Figure 3(c) shows the strong correlation between
λ and ϕ, which suggests that the wake is actually responding to the change in rotor
speed rather than the change in blade pitch itself. A similar trend is observed in the
experimental data, though with a wider range of λ due to larger changes in u∞, and
much more variability due to the dynamic atmospheric wind speed and direction (figure
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Figure 3. (a) Prescribed changes in blade pitch (dashed black line) and the resulting changes in
wake expansion (solid red line). (b) Instantaneous wake expansion angle versus blade pitch from
the simulation (red squares) and a sample sequence of 800 s from the experiment from Abraham
& Hong (2020) (blue line). (c) Time series of tip speed ratio changes (dashed black line) caused
by changes in blade pitch and resulting wake expansion (solid red line). (d) Instantaneous wake
expansion angle versus tip speed ratio from the simulation (red squares) and from the entire
experimental dataset from Abraham & Hong (2020) (blue crosses).
3d). The relationship between λ and ϕ is stronger than that between β and ϕ because
the reduction in thrust due to the increase in blade pitch causes the rotor to slow down,
which causes the wake expansion to decrease. This reduction in rotor speed lags slightly
behind the increase in blade pitch due to the inertia of the rotor and generator. Ebrahimi
& Sekandari (2018) observed a similar delay in thrust change after a step change in wind
speed, and Andersen & Sørensen (2018) cited generator inertia as the reason for a lag
between peaks in thrust and peaks in power. Note that in the experimental data (figure
3d), the dependence of wake expansion on tip speed ratio is strongest at lower values of
λ, which occur when the wind speed is above rated and the blade pitch is changing. At
higher tip speed ratios, the turbine is maximizing the power extracted from the wind,
causing the wake expansion to plateau at its maximum value.
3.2. Wind direction
In Abraham & Hong (2020), a clear correlation was observed between instantaneous
incoming wind direction and spanwise wake deflection, though it was in the opposite
direction of that described in several previous studies conducted under steady conditions
(e.g., Jime´nez et al. 2010; Bastankhah & Porte´-Agel 2016; Shapiro et al. 2018). Here
the mechanism behind such conflicting results is investigated in more detail. First, the
spanwise component of the wind is varied sinusoidally with a 20 s period while the
rotor direction is held constant, providing the turbine with a dynamic yaw misalignment
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Figure 4. (a) Prescribed changes in wind direction with a 20 s period (dashed black line)
and the resulting changes in spanwise wake deflection (solid red line). (b) Instantaneous wake
deflection angle versus wind direction for the experiment from Abraham & Hong (2020) (blue
crosses) and the simulation (red squares). (c) Prescribed changes in wind direction with a 50 s
period (dashed black line) and the resulting changes in spanwise wake deflection (solid red line).
(d) Analytical solution for the steady wake deflection angle from Jime´nez et al. (2010) (grey
line) compared to the instantaneous wake deflection versus wind direction from the simulation
(red squares).
(γ) similar to the conditions experienced in the field due to the stochasticity of the
atmospheric flow (figure 4a). The resulting instantaneous wake deflection is shown to
follow the trend observed in the field (figure 4b). The period of wind direction changes is
then increased to 50 s, and a different trend is observed (figure 4c). With these slower wind
direction changes, the wake deflection more closely follows the analytical relationship
defined in Jime´nez et al. (2010) for steady yaw error, though with some hysteresis (figure
4d). This hysteresis is caused by a lag in the wake response to changes in yaw error.
These results suggest the existence of a characteristic wake response timescale during
which the wake deflection transitions from the transient opposite deflection response to
the steady analytical response. Note that the wake deflection response is asymmetrical,
with a larger deflection on the positive side than the negative side, likely caused by wake
rotation (Bastankhah & Porte´-Agel 2016). The turbine modelled in the current study
rotates in the counterclockwise direction. For a clockwise rotating turbine, the negative
deflection may be larger than the positive deflection.
3.3. Rotor yaw
Using changing wind direction to investigate yaw error includes the coupling of two
effects: yaw misalignment induced wake deflection and changes in the direction of wake
advection by the surrounding flow. Though this coupling is representative of the wake
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Figure 5. (a) Prescribed sinusoidal changes in rotor yaw angle with a period of 50 s, matching
the changes in wind direction shown in figure 4(c), (dashed black line) and the resulting changes
in spanwise wake deflection (solid red line). (b) Instantaneous wake deflection angle versus yaw
misalignment angle.
response in the field under stochastic atmospheric flow, these effects must be separated to
gain further insight into the flow modulation caused by the turbine. Therefore, the same
yaw misalignment sequence as that shown in figure 4(c) is implemented by changing the
rotor yaw angle while keeping the wind direction constant (figure 5a). In this scenario, the
lag in wake response is longer than previously observed for the changing wind direction
scenario with the same period (50 s). This discrepancy is likely because when the wind
direction changes, the surrounding flow advects the wake in the spanwise direction,
pushing it towards the steady yaw response. Though the timescales of the wake response
in the two cases are different, the general trends observed are consistent, including the
magnitude of the inverse wake deflection.
To quantify the inverse wake deflection magnitude and timescale more precisely,
changes in rotor direction with constant yaw rates are investigated. The yaw angle is
varied from 0◦ to 20◦ at several different rates between 0.1 ◦/s and 4 ◦/s, and from 20◦
to 0◦ at rates between -0.1 ◦/s and -4 ◦/s. Figure 6(a) shows a sample time sequence of
wake deflection with a constant yaw rate. Under this condition, the wake first deflects
in the direction opposite of the yaw change, then deflects in the same direction as the
yaw change for the remaining duration of the rotor motion, consistent with the results
of previous studies (Leishman 2002; Raach et al. 2017, 2018). Figure 6(b) quantifies the
magnitude of the maximum inverse wake deflection, ξmax, showing a clear dependence
on yaw rate. This deflection is not insignificant; at the largest yaw rates, it reaches
75% of the rotor misalignment angle. However, the duration of this deflection decreases
with increasing yaw rate magnitude. To quantify this effect, an inverse wake deflection
timescale (τ) is defined as in exponential decay, i.e., as the time for the wake deflection
to reach ξτ = (1− 1/e)ξmax. The relationship between yaw rate and τ is approximately
parabolic, though the peak occurs at a yaw rate > 0 ◦/s. This asymmetry is also likely
caused by wake rotation, and may be reversed in the case of a clockwise rotating turbine.
Note that τ ranges from 3.5 s to 6.3 s for the yaw rates investigated here, and a yaw
rate of 0.5 ◦/s (typical of e.g., the Eolos turbine) results in τ = 6.2 s when the yaw is
increasing and τ = 4.5 s when it is decreasing. These values show that the wake takes
a significant amount of time to stabilize in response to changes in yaw angle, which has
important implications for the design of yaw-based wind farm optimization algorithms.
This crucial point will be discussed further in Section 4. When an inverse wake deflection
rate is defined as ξmax/τ , another interesting trend is revealed. This quantity is linearly
dependent on yaw rate, with a nearly one-to-one relationship (the linear regression slope is
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Figure 6. (a) Sample change in yaw angle at a constant rate (dashed black line) and the
resulting wake deflection response (solid red line). The wake timescale, τ , and maximum inverse
wake deflection, ξmax, are defined in grey. (b) Relationship between yaw rate and maximum
inverse wake deflection. (c) Relationship between yaw rate and inverse wake deflection timescale.
(d) Relationship between yaw rate and ξmax/τ . The dashed grey line shows the linear regression.
-0.98 and intersects the ordinate axis at 0.08 ◦/s). This relationship clearly demonstrates
the tradeoff between inverse wake deflection magnitude and duration under different yaw
rates.
Further insight into the mechanism behind these wake behaviors can be gained by
looking at the vorticity in the wake. Previous studies have shown that streamwise vorticity
plays an important role in the behavior of the yawed wake, leading to wake deflection
and the curled wake shape that develops downstream (Howland et al. 2016; Bastankhah
& Porte´-Agel 2016; Shapiro et al. 2018; Mart´ınez-Tossas et al. 2019; Zong & Porte´-Agel
2020). When streamwise vortices with opposing signs form on the top and bottom halves
of the wake, they induce a spanwise velocity. Based on these studies, the following analysis
focuses on the streamwise component of the vorticity vector. In the current study, after
the turbine yaws, negative streamwise vorticity (ωx) is observed in the top half of the
wake and positive streamwise vorticity is observed in the bottom half (see supplementary
movie 1), consistent with the steady yawed wake behavior described in Zong & Porte´-
Agel (2020). More interestingly, during the positive yaw maneuver, a short period of
increased vorticity is observed in the top-left quadrant (I) of the wake and a period of
decreased vorticity is observed in the bottom-right quadrant (IV) of the wake (figure 7a
and supplementary movie 1). The maximum streamwise vorticity in sections of each of
the four quadrants of the wake located at z = ±0.3D, 0.2D < y < 0.5D or −0.5D < y <
−0.2D, and 0.5D < x < 0.6D compared to the theoretical vorticity trend excluding the
transient effect is plotted over time in figure 7(b), demonstrating the observed vorticity
changes. Without the transient effect, the streamwise vorticity would be expected to
transition smoothly from its initial value to the reduced value in the top half of the
wake (quadrants I and II) and the increased value in the bottom half (quadrants III
and IV). However, the transient effect shifts the vorticity in the opposite directions in
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Figure 7. (a) Isocontour of streamwise vorticity with cut planes in each quadrant. The yellow
arrow near the hub indicates the direction of the yaw. The yellow boxes labeled with roman
numerals indicate the regions plotted in (b), which shows the maximum streamwise vorticity
component within each region over time compared to the theoretical vorticity trend excluding
the transient effect. The plotted regions are located at z = ±0.3D, 0.2D < y < 0.5D or
−0.5D < y < −0.2D, and 0.5D < x < 0.6D.
quadrants I and IV. This transient vorticity shift can be explained by the angle of the
vortices shed from the turbine blade tips during the yaw maneuver, where one side of the
rotor is moving upstream and the other is moving downstream. As explained in Zong &
Porte´-Agel (2020), the angle of the blade tip vortex trajectory determines the streamwise
component of the vorticity, which dictates the deflection direction of the wake. When the
rotor is turning, the side moving upstream (the left side in figure 7) is experiencing a
larger streamwise velocity relative to the flow, increasing the streamwise component of
the vorticity on that side (supplementary movie 1). On the side moving downstream,
the relative velocity is reduced, along with the streamwise vorticity component. As the
yaw angle increases, the steady yaw angle effect described in Zong & Porte´-Agel (2020)
dominates the transient effect, leading to the expected steady-state vorticity distribution.
In quadrants I and IV the transient effect is in the opposite direction of the steady
effect, while the two effects are in the same direction in quadrants II and III. Therefore
quadrants I and IV contribute to the opposite wake deflection while II and III do not.
When the yawing maneuver ends and the two sides of the rotor experience the same
relative streamwise velocity, the transient effect disappears altogether. Note that the
vertical component of vorticity also changes when the rotor is yawing, with the left side
producing stronger vorticity than the right side, as with the streamwise component. This
imbalance in vertical vorticity may also induce a positive spanwise velocity, contributing
to the observed spanwise wake deflection, though it would likely be much smaller than
that generated by the streamwise component of vorticity (Leweke et al. 2016).
4. Conclusions and discussion
The current study uses LES to model transient behaviors in the wake of a wind turbine
in response to changes in blade pitch, incoming wind direction, and yaw angle. Changes in
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blade pitch result in changes in wake expansion that are consistent with the results from
the field study from Abraham & Hong (2020). The wake response to blade pitch changes
displays hysteresis as a result of rotor and generator inertia, which causes a lag between
changes in blade pitch and changes in tip speed ratio. The relationship between wake
expansion and tip speed ratio exhibits the strongest dependence of the tested parameters,
suggesting tip speed ratio is most responsible for changes in wake expansion. Changes
in wind direction are investigated to further elucidate the relationship between wake
deflection and dynamic yaw misalignment observed in Abraham & Hong (2020), which
was opposite of the steady yaw misalignment response reported in previous studies (e.g.,
Jime´nez et al. 2010; Bastankhah & Porte´-Agel 2016; Shapiro et al. 2018). The behavior
is shown to depend strongly on the timescale of wind direction changes, with short-
period changes (20 s) resulting in opposite wake deflection and long-period changes (50
s) demonstrating the steady wake deflection response. To separate the effects of turbine-
modulated wake deflection from wake advection by the ambient flow, changes in rotor
angle with a constant wind direction are investigated. The wake takes longer to reach the
steady yaw response when the rotor angle is changed as a result of the removal of the wake
advection effect. When the yaw rate is changed, a tradeoff is observed between inverse
wake deflection time and magnitude. Finally, the mechanism behind the inverse wake
deflection is elucidated by quantifying changes in streamwise vorticity in different parts
of the wake. In the top-left quadrant, the vorticity increases during the yaw maneuver,
while it decreases in the bottom-right quadrant. These behaviors are caused by changes
in the relative velocities of each part of the rotor and the resulting change in projection
angle of the blade tip vortices.
The results of the current study provide insight into the wake behavior of utility-scale
wind turbines operating under atmospheric conditions, enabling more accurate modelling
and prediction of the real-world wake. Furthermore, they have significant implications for
recently proposed dynamic flow control strategies. One such strategy is the regulation
of the thrust coefficient of each turbine in a wind farm, e.g., by modifying the blade
pitch, to optimize the overall farm power generation (Goit & Meyers 2015; Munters
& Meyers 2017; Ylmaz & Meyers 2018). This method can also be applied for power
tracking, allowing wind farms to provide additional grid services (Shapiro et al. 2017).
Another strategy for wind farm optimization is adaptive yawing to dynamically deflect
wind turbine wakes away from downstream turbines (Gebraad et al. 2015; Raach et al.
2017, 2018). Munters & Meyers (2018) proposed combining these two strategies to fully
optimize wind farm power output, and Kanev et al. (2018) included fatigue loading
considerations to maximize overall wind farm lifetime. In order to effectively implement
these novel wake control strategies by dynamically varying parameters such as blade
pitch and rotor yaw, the transient wake response must be included in the models used to
develop such algorithms. The current study shows that the wake consistently takes time
on the order of 10 s to reach a steady response. Therefore, wake changes with timescales
shorter than this cannot be implemented effectively. This limitation is determined by the
physical timescales of the vorticity in the wake and the inertia of the rotor.
Finally, we acknowledge that the current study investigates the wake of a single
example turbine. We expect the qualitative trends described here to hold true regardless
of turbine design, but we caution the reader that the quantitative measures may not
translate directly to other turbines. Future work can investigate the potential impact
of turbine size, geometry, rotation direction, and siting on the observed phenomena.
Additionally, the wake behavior was studied under uniform inflow in order to isolate the
effects of each parameter changed individually. However, the effect of such atmospheric
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Figure 8. (a) Cross-section at hub height of the wake velocity field for a sample simulation
time step compared to the corresponding Gaussian fit. Note that the sharp velocity peaks in the
middle are characteristic of flow acceleration around the turbine nacelle. The width of the 95%
(y = ±1.96σ) and 91% (y = ±1.7σ) confidence intervals are also indicated as vertical lines. (b)
Wake velocity field with 95% (dot-dashed circle) and 91% (dashed circle) confidence intervals
superimposed.
phenomena as wind shear and veer can be investigated in future studies.
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Appendix A.
The need for the selection of the 91% confidence interval to define the wake width
in the near wake rather than the 95% interval typically used for the far wake becomes
clear by looking closely at the Gaussian fit for a sample timestep. In the near wake,
the velocity deficit drops more sharply at the wake edges than the Gaussian function.
A cross-section of the wake velocity profile and Gaussian fit at hub height is shown in
figure 8(a), along with lines indicating the location of the 95% confidence interval (1.96σ)
and the 91% confidence interval (1.7σ). The 95% interval intersects the velocity profile
outside of the region of the velocity deficit that defines the wake. On the other hand, the
91% interval intersects the velocity profile at the point of maximum velocity gradient,
which demarcates the wake boundary. The specific value of 91% was selected by finding
the point of maximum velocity gradient at multiple timesteps. The need for the shift in
definition of the wake boundary is further clarified in figure 8(b), which shows the near
wake velocity cross-section with both confidence intervals superimposed. The outer is the
95% interval, which clearly overshoots the wake boundary, while the inner circle (91%
interval) captures the wake edge much more accurately.
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